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Abstract:

In IEEE802.11,it is the general case that the further away the stations 
from the access point (AP), the slower the data rate is to transmit to 
the AP.  With the existing IEEE 802.11 MAC, in the long run all stations 
end up with the same amount of throughput, no matter if they transmit 
slow or  fast.  When one  host  captures  the  channel  for  a  long  time 
because its bit rate is low, it penalizes other hosts that use the higher 
rate.  As  a  solution,  a  novel  MAC layer  relay  protocol,  Opportunistic 
Relay Protocol (ORP) is proposed, to improve the performance of IEEE 
802.11.  The  ORP  suggests  two  hops  technique  to  enable  slow 
transmitting stations to speed up their transmission rates. The simplest 
explanation is: A single 2 Mbps transmission path is replaced with two 
11  Mbps  transmissions  where  an  intermediate  node  is  used  as  a 
relayer. This way relay protocol offers 5.5 Mbps (ignoring overhead) 
effective bitrate instead of 2 Mbps.  
In this thesis,  ORP was formalized and analyzed through theoretical 
work and implemented within a simulation environment to evaluate 
the performance improvement that ORP offers.  It is showed that with 
ORP, the overall throughput of the BSS improves up to %25. Moreover, 
ORP  inserts  negligible  amount  of  overhead  to  the  system  while 
maintaining backward compatibility with IEEE 802.11.
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 1 Introduction

 1.1 Overview
This thesis is proposed by Laura Marie Feeney from SICS and actually depends on her 
previous  research and publications [1]  on applying relaying technique to  increase the 
performance of the multirate wireless networks. Within this thesis, this new protocol is 
formalized;  the  prospective  advantages  and  disadvantages  are  discussed  through  a 
theoretical  and  a  simulation  study  within  IEEE802.11b  networks.  Although  I  used 
specifically  the  IEEE  802.11b  to  demonstrate  the  new  protocol,  this  protocol  is 
compatible with the general IEEE 802.11 specification.
This chapter states the description of the thesis and what is aimed through the thesis work. 
In section 1.2 a detailed description of the relaying within multirate networks is explained. 
Section  1.3  is  for  the  problem statement.  In  section  1.4   the  motivation  of  the  relay 
protocol (ORP) and motivation of this thesis are explicated. In section 1.5 the thesis goals 
are stated and discussed.   

 1.2 Description of Relaying Within IEEE 802.11 WLANs
The basic idea proposed for relaying within multirate networks can be explained by a 
sample case in IEEE 802.11 networks. It is the general case that the further you are from 
the AP (Access Point), the lower the date rate is. In figure 1.1, you see two stations trying 
to communicate to the AP. Station A has a capability of transmitting to the AP with a data 
rate of 11 Mbps. And station B can transmit to the AP with a speed of 2Mbps. Station A, 
and  station  B  can  communicate with  11  Mbps  of  data  rate.  The  relaying  technique 
suggests that station B transmits its data through station A to the AP. In theory, this will 
end up with a 5.5 Mbps of effective data rate for station B when the overhead is ignored. 
This will be achieved through the so-called opportunistic relay protocol (ORP). 

Figure 1.1: Basic idea of relaying  [1]
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 1.3 Problem statement
In  the  topology  in  figure  1.2,  there  are  one  station  (station  A)  with  an  11  Mbps 
transmission path to the AP and one station (station B) with a 2 Mbps transmission path to 
the AP. It is showed through a simulation study that the throughput of the overall system 
is 2.93 Mbps when A and B produce same amount of traffic. If it  was just station A 
producing the traffic, the overall throughput of the system would have been 7.72 Mbps. 
So because of the slow transmitting station the overall throughput of the system decreases 
more than 50 percent. Furthermore station A sends the same amount of packets as station 
B does, although it transmits faster. In [2], the problem is stated as “The fair access to the  
channel provided by CSMA/CA causes a slow host transmitting at 1 Mb/s to capture the 
channel eleven times longer than hosts emitting at 11 Mb/s. This degrades the overall  
performance  perceived  by  the  users  in  the  considered  cell,  and  this  anomaly  holds  
whatever is the proportion of slow hosts.”. 

Figure 1.2: simulation topology with one slow and one fast transmitting stations

 1.4 Motivation
As  stated  above  the  slow  transmitting  station  will  speed  up  with  relaying.  But  the 
underlying motivation is not just to enhance the bit rate of one or more nodes but the 
overall performance of the cell. This method will improve the transmission rate of the 
slow stations  in  the  cell.  This  way the  (relatively)  slow station  B  would  reserve  the 
channel  for  a  duration  of  framesize/(effective  data  rate=5.5Mbps) instead  of 
framesize/(slow data rate=2Mbps) and the other stations will benefit from this with higher 
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probability of accessing the channel. In other words, since the media (channel) is shared 
by all the stations in the same cell, the less the number of slow transmitting stations, the 
more the harmonic mean data rate of the cell.  

 1.5 Thesis Goals

 1.5.1 A backward compatible relay protocol design
The idea of a relay protocol is introduced in the previous sections. This thesis aims to 
formalize  the  ORP  and  adapt  to  the  IEEE  802.11  in  the  MAC  layer.  Backward 
compatibility  is  a  very  important  issue  since  coming  up  with  a  new medium access 
mechanism which is not compatible with the existing MAC scheme pushes the vendors 
and users to make a decision: 

a- deploy the new system and throw the old one to the trash

b- don't use the new technology

Adapting the ORP to IEEE 802.11 -such that the new IEEE802.11 cards with ORP and 
the ordinary IEEE 802.11 cards can operate in the same WLAN without disturbing each 
others functioning- is the major thesis goal. 

 1.5.2 Theoretical analyze of ORP
One of the thesis goals is to construct a mathematical model to explain the behavior of 
ORP.  This  goal  intends  to  examine  and  explain  under  which  conditions  relaying  is 
possible and what kind of a gain and how much gain relay protocol offers. This theoretical 
study aims to form a base for the further implementation of the relay protocol. The results 
gathered through the theoretical study is also used to compare with the simulation results 
for implementation verification. 

 1.5.3 Simulation study of ORP
As an important task of the thesis, the proposed relay protocol is aimed to be implemented 
in  IEEE  802.11b  in  OMNET++  simulation  environment.  After  the  successful 
implementation  of  the  relay  protocol,  some test  cases  were  run  to  evaluate  the  relay 
protocol performance. 
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 2 Background

 2.1 IEEE 802.11

 2.1.1 Overview
As the main task of this thesis work, the relay protocol is implemented and demonstrated 
within IEEE 802.11b WLAN through a simulation study. In this section, the thesis related 
parts  of WLAN technology as standardized by the IEEE802.11 (see specification [3]) 
committee will be summarized to make the reader understand the underlying platform for 
further implementation of relay protocol.  Especially  the technical  details  of  the MAC 
(Medium Access Control) layer of the standard will be the main focus.

 2.1.2 IEEE 802.11 WLAN system
The purpose of IEEE 802.11 standard is stated as “to provide wireless connectivity to 
automatic machinery, equipment, or stations that require rapid deployment, which may be 
portable or hand-held, or which may be mounted on moving vehicles within a local area.” 
[18]. And the scope is to develop a medium access control (MAC) and physical layer 
(PHY) specification for  wireless  connectivity  for  fixed,  portable,  and moving stations 
within a local area.
Some of the key features related to this thesis work of the standard are:
� The standard supports two operational modes: Infrastructure and Ad hoc mode. The 
relay  protocol  is  suggested  for  infrastructure  mode  defined  in  IEEE 802.11.  In  such 
networks, an access point (AP) can provide MHs the access to the Distribution System 
(DS). 
� The standard provides multirate support with enhanced data rates. The algorithm for 
performing rate switching is not a part of the standard, but in order to ensure coexistence 
and interoperability on multirate-capable PHYs, the standard defines a set of rules that 
shall be followed by all stations.
� The MAC sub layer includes the distributed coordination function (DCF),  the point 
coordination function (PCF), and their coexistence in an IEEE 802.11 LAN. DCF is based 
on Carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). 
� The standard provides  an optional  Ready-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) 
extension to the DCF to deal with the hidden terminal problem in a wireless network. 

 2.1.3 Multirate Support
As mentioned before 802.11b supports different modulation schemes supplying different 
bitrates (11, 5.5, 2, 1 Mbps) in the PHY layer. This allows implementations to perform 
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dynamic rate switching with the objective of improving performance. According to the 
defined set of rules that shall be followed by all STAs, if the BSS supports all the bitrates 
of 1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps, the control messages such as RTS, CTS, acknowledgment, 
multicast and broadcast frames must be transmitted with 1Mbps bitrate so that all  the 
stations within the cell (BSS) comprehend them.

 2.1.4 DCF
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) is the primary access method in the IEEE802.11 
MAC.  The  DCF  is  implemented  as  a  carrier  sense  multiple  access  with  collision 
avoidance (CSMA/CA). The MAC proposes the usage of RTS/CTS packets to avoid the 
hidden terminal problem. 

 2.1.4.1 Physical Carrier Sense
The DCF enables the sharing of the medium among stations in a BSS based on physical 
sensing of the medium. The working of the DCF follows the below procedure as shown in 
the Figure 2.2.
– Each station that has a packet to send senses the medium for the DIFS period. If the 

medium is idle after the DIFS period, each station enters to the contention period.
– Within the contention period, each station randomly sets their backoff timer which is 

less than maximum backoff window size.
– The station, whose random backoff time is set to the shortest time, wins the contention 

and starts transmitting the MPDU. It is possible two or more stations pick the same 
smallest backoff time. This leads to a collision.

– When  a  station  starts  transmitting  its  MPDU  to  the  medium,  the  other  stations 
physically sense the medium as busy and wait for end of the transmission.

– When the transmission of the MPDU finishes,  the receiving station replies with a 
positive acknowledgment (ACK).

– If Ack gets lost or if the receiving station can not receive the MPDU at all due to 
collision or bit error, the sender station applies retransmission next time it wins the 
contention.

– After the transmission of the Ack finishes, all stations wait for DIFS time to enter to 
another contention period.

5
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Figure 2.2: Physical carrier sense procedure [19]

 2.1.4.2 Virtual Carrier Sense
Virtual carrier  sense mechanism is  proposed to act  with CSMA/CA in cooperation to 
resolve  hidden  terminal  problem.  Assume  a  station  (station  B)  in  the  vicinity  of  the 
receiver (station AP) but far away from the sender (station A) (see figure 2.3). Station B 
will sense the medium as idle since it is hidden from the transmission range of the sender 
(station A). This may lead to collision in the medium if the hidden station (station B) 
attempts to transmit any MPDU to the AP.
Virtual carrier sense mechanism introduces two new control messages: Request to Send 
(RTS) and Clear  to  Send (CTS) frames.  The working of  the  DCF follows the  below 
procedure as shown in the Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.3: Sample topology to explain the hidden terminal problem
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– The sender station sends a RTS frame after the backoff procedure explained in section 
2.1.4.1. The RTS frame contains a duration field that informs other nodes about the 
time the medium will be occupied for the following transmission. Any WLAN station 
in the vicinity of the sender updates its Network Allocation Vector (NAV) to this 
duration field. The NAV indicates the time the channel is occupied by anorher station. 
And until  the NAV timer reaches to zero,  station doesn't  attempt to access to the 
channel.

– On receiving the RTS frame, the recipient station replies with a CTS frame that again 
includes  the   time duration to  send the  pending  MPDU.  Any station close  to  the 
receiver sets  its  NAV to this  duration field.  Thus,  the threat of collision from the 
hidden terminal is eliminated. 

– Finally when the sender receives the CTS frame successfully it starts the transmission 
of the pending MPDU.

The virtual carrier sense adds additional overheads due to the RTS and CTS frames.  

Figure 2.4:Virtual carrier sense procedure [20]

 2.1.5 Frame Format
The format of the IEEE802.11 frame sent over the air is shown in Figure 2.5. The frame 
consists of physical information from PHY, MAC headers and the payload. 

7
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Figure 2.5: Physical layer frame format  [21]

The Signal field codes the rate at which the MPDU is transmitted. The length field is to 
indicate the time needed (in microseconds) to transmit the MPDU. So the length and 
transmission bitrate of a frame are learned from PLCP header.

 2.2 Simulation Environment

 2.2.1 Overview
It is one of the thesis goals to implement a simulation to demonstrate the relaying protocol 
in multi-rate networks. There are two well-known freeware simulation programs, NS and 
OMNET++, including IEEE 802.11b simulation modules. OMNET++ [4] was picked as 
the simulation program. The reasoning is that OMNET++ has module source codes easy 
to understand and modify. On the other hand, especially Mobility Framework's 802.11b 
module implementation is in the early versions which might have un-implemented or mis-
implemented features. 

 2.2.2 OMNET++
OMNeT++ is an object oriented discrete event simulation environment focusing on the 
simulation of communication networks. It  provides a component architecture for models 
programmed in C++ with GUI support. The architecture, functionality and inner-work of 
OMNET++ will not be discussed here but the personal observation and comments will be 
stated in this report. 
I  installed and run OMNET++ 3.2 both in Linux (Fedora,  Ubuntu) and Windows XP 
platforms.  On  the  OMNET++ webpage there  is  enough  information  guiding  you  for 
installation and you can find answers to many of your questions on the OMNET++ forum 
as  well.   OMNET++  has  a  very  descriptive  online  manual.  If  you  have  a  good 
programming background in C++, after going through a few tutorials, you will be ready to 
start your own simulations. I went through the tictoc tutorial  [6] which was very helpful 
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to understand the simulation platform.

 2.2.3 Mobility Framework
Mobility  framework (MFw) [5]  can be regarded as  a  plug-in to  OMNET++ with the 
intention to support wireless and mobile simulations within OMNeT++. MFw has support 
for node mobility, dynamic connection management and a wireless channel model. It also 
includes  basic modules that can be derived in order to implement own modules so one 
does not need to create his/her simulation from scratch.  

 2.2.4 802.11b Module
When you install MFw, IEEE 802.11b module comes ready as an experimental protocol 
implementation. 

 2.2.4.1 Architecture
In  Mfw,  Nic802.11 is  implemented.  This  is  the  main  compound (module)  containing 
MAC and physical layers (submodules) inside (figure 2.6).
 

      

Figure 2.6: Nic802.11

 2.2.4.2 MAC 802.11
This part (Mac layer) is very important for this thesis since most of the modifications and 
relaying protocol implementation was performed in MAC layer. It has a state machine 
interacting  with  the  upper  layers  (network  and application  layers)  and  physical  layer 
(SnrEval802.11  and Decider802.11).  It  implements  the  CSMA/CD and virtual  carrier 
sense mechanisms.

 2.2.4.3 SnrEval 802.11
This is the module where receives the data first from the channel and sends data to the 

9
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channel. The duties of SnrEval (SNR evaluation) are:
– Decides  if  the  incoming  packet  is  noise  (if  received  power  signal  is  lower  than 

sensitivity) or not.
– Stores  SNR  levels  (from  the  channel)  when  receiving  a  packet  and  pass  this 

information to the Decider.
– Senses the channel and updates the RadioState when sending.  
– Builds the air frame from the mac frame and delivers it to the channel
SnrEval uses the Friis' equation for the propagation model:

Eq 2.1

, where P is power,  λ is wavelength of the light, d is distance between receiver and the 
sender and α is the path-loss coefficient.

Table 2.1: Typical values for path-loss coefficient [22, table 4.2]

An  incoming  packet  is  regarded  as  noise  if   the  received  power  is  lower  than  the 
sensitivity level which is set at the omnetpp.ini file. 
Before SnrEval sends the air frame to the channel, it appends the sending power to the 
airframe so the stations, overhearing the packet, can calculate the received power with this 
information and the distance.  

 2.2.4.4 Decider 802.11
Decider 802.11 collects the SNR information from SnrEval and calculates (bit error rate) 
BER.  The header  (1  Mbit/s)  is  always  modulated  with  differential  binary  pahse  shif 
keying (DBPSK). Decider 802.11 calculates the  BER for header by Eq 2.2.

 

Eq. 2.2

, where SNIR is signal to noise interferance and BW is bandwidth.
The PDU is normally modulated with DBPSK   for 1Mbps and 2 Mbps. BER for DBPSK 
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Free space 2
Urban cellular radio 2.7 to 3.5
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In-building line-of-sight 1.6 to 1.8
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is calculated by Eq.2.2.

Complementary code keying (CCK) is the modulation used for 5.5 and 11 Mbps. CCK is 
not easy to model, therefore it is modeled as DQPSK with a 16-QAM (Eq 2.4) for 5.5 
Mbit/s and a 256-QAM (Eq 2.5) for 11 Mbit/s.

Eq. 2.4

Eq. 2.5

The following parameters are used as default:
Transmit power= 100mW
Sensitivity for 11 Mbps= -89bBm
Sensitivity for 5.5 Mbps=-91dBm
Sensitivity for 2 Mbps= -93bBm
Sensitivity for 1 Mbps=-94dBm
thermalNoise=-100 dB
pathLossAlpha=3

Sensitivity  levels  were  taken  from  [16]  (FastLinc FLC800C  Ethernet  802.11b  WiFi 
Compliant  2.4  GHz  DSSS  Wireless  PCMCIA  Card  Modem  features).  With  these 
parameters Decider 802.11 calculates the BER due to distance as shown in figure 2.7. 
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figure 2.7: simulation result for BER-distance

 2.2.5 Evaluation of the Simulation Environment
The strengths and weaknesses of the Mfw's 802.11b module and what features it supplies 
and what features need to be added and why will be discussed in this section. For this 
purpose  debug  sessions  and  tests  were  performed.  These  tests  showed  that  there  are 
unimplemented and mis-implemented parts in MFw's 802.11b module:
– There is a bug in the BER calculations part (Decider80211.cc) as stated in a previous 

report prepared by me for the evaluation of the simulation environment [17].

– The RTS/CTS mechanism causes an unequal channel access chance to the nodes due to 
a bug in the implementation.

– The Mobility Framework's 802.11b stations gather the receiving and sending bitrates 
from the omnetpp.ini file as constants. So they are not capable of receiving and sending 
with different bitrates. In other words the multirate support is missing.

– The RTS/CTS and BROADCAST messages are sent  with the actual  bitrate.  If  the 
bitrate is set to 11 Mbps, they are sent with 11 Mbps. This doesn't comply with the 
802.11 specification. They should be sent with the basic bitrate, 1 Mbps.

These unimplemented and mis-implemented parts in MFw's 802.11b module was fixed as 
a part of this thesis work to make the simulation environment ready for the relay protocol 
implementation.   

12
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 3 Relay Protocol Design

 3.1 Opportunistic Relay Protocol for IEEE 802.11
ORP can simply be depicted as shown in figure 3.2 making use of the sample topology 
with two stations and an AP as in figure 3.1. As an important fact ORP can only be used 
in the uplink. AP is supposed to use the usual slow transmission path to transmit to the 
stations far away. This is discussed and reasoned in section 4.2.1.

Figure 3.1: Sample Topology

Figure 3.2: Stations realizing the relay indication, tries to relay

Initiator  doesn't  know if  there  is  any  relayer  around initially.  It  reserves  the  channel 
optimistically (relay back off time+ packetsize/fast_bitrate1 + ack time) with the hope that 

1 packetsize/fast_bitrate: the duration needed to finish the transmission of a data frame with fast 
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there is a relayer to complete the transmission of the data frame. The relay backoff time is 
discussed in section 3.3.2. The necessity of relay is implicitly indicated (see section 3.3) 
in the data frame. 
In the first case, AP receives the frame  successfully without the use of a relay, and it 
directly replies with an ACK to Initiator (Acknowledgments are transferred with the Basic 
bitrate so there is no need for relaying). 
In the second case, AP can't  receive the frame and Relayer receives Initiator's DATA 
frame successfully and sees the relay indication, checks its transmission rate to the AP and 
decides to relay (the decision precess is explained in section 3.3). Since Initiator have 
already  reserved  the  channel,  Relayer  doesn't  need  to  worry  for  channel  reservation 
anymore. It relays the data frame to AP. AP replies with a positive acknowledgment so 
that Initiator understands that its data frame is delivered successfully.
In the third case, neither AP receives the frame  successfully nor Relayer is capable of 
relaying  due  to  low  battery  level  or  unsuccessful arrival or  not  being  capable  of 
forwarding with the desired data rate. Then Initiator waits for an ACK until the end of the 
reserved transmission time, then keeps trying relayed transmission or returns to its usual 
slow transmission. 

 3.2 Implicit relay indication
An important assumption we made about IEEE 802.11 is that once a station is associated 
with an AP, it listens for all control traffic (RTS/CTS and ACK) and data packets sent 
through the medium even though the packets are not destined to them (stations in the 
power save mode do not listen all the traffic. The future work will include to adapt the 
ORP to the power save mode of IEEE 802.11).  They check the duration fields (see figure 
2.5  for  MAC  frame  format)  in  these  packets  overheard  and  update  their  network 
allocation vector (NAV). This way all stations learn how long the channel is reserved. 

In ORP, initiator station fills the duration field of the data frame with an amount of ”relay 
back off time+ packetsize/fast_bitrate + ack time”. This means after initiator finishes the 
data transmission the channel will be reserved for a relay backoff time and another data 
transmission  time  and  ACK  transmission.  When  a  potential  relayer  overhears  the 
initiator's data frame, from the PLCP header of the data frame it learns the transmission 
rate, and how big the frame is (frame length) (see section 2.1.5). Since it  has already 
known how long the media is reserved (  relay  back off time+ packetsize/fast_bitrate + 
ack time), the transmission rate, and the frame size, it can decide if the data needs to be 
relayed, or not (of course, if they are capable of communicating to the AP with the desired 
rate).It makes a simple calculation to decide: 

transmission rate (PacketSize/Fast_Transmission_Rate). In figure 3.1, 11Mbps is the fast transmission 
rate for Initiator.

14
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– Attempt to relay if  :   reserved duration>frame size/data rate + ack time.
– No need to relay if:    reserved duration <=frame size/data rate + ack time.

 3.3 ORP parameters

 3.3.1 relay retry number and relay retry time
relay retry number is a protocol related parameter indicating how many times a station 
shall try relay transmission consequently. A station tries to relay its data for  relay retry 
number times consequently to find a relayer. If all the retries fails, it gives up and keeps 
transmitting in low data rate as usual.   Another ORP related parameter is relay retry time. 
When a slow transmitting station (such as Initiator in figure 3.1) fails to find a relayer, it 
transmits with the low data rate until the end of relay retry time. It initiates another relayer 
search  in  every  relay  retry  time periodically.  Due  to  the  topology  changes  (channel 
condition may change or mobile stations may move),  after  some time there might be 
relayers around. relay retry time ensures that slow transmitting stations performs relayer 
search periodically and adopts the station to the changing topology.

 3.3.2 relay backoff  time
Assume there are two or more relaying candidates (potential relayers) around as in figure 
3.3.  In the scenario (figure 3.3) designed, we have a BSS with an access point (AP) and 
two wireless stations in the 11Mbps transmission range and one station in the 2 Mbps 
transmission region. Relayer1 and Relayer2 are candidates to relay Initiator's data to the 
AP. As it is explained in section 3.2, Initiator builds its data frame reserving the channel 
enough to complete  a relayed transmission and sends it  to  the channel.  Relayer1 and 
Relayer2 overhear the data frame (see figure 3.4)

Figure 3.3: Sample topology with three stations
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Assume Relayer1 and Relayer2 decide that they are capable of relaying. Remember that 
Initiator reserved the channel for packetsize/fast_bitrate + relay back off time + ack time.  
The channel is reserved with an additional relay back off time for such situations. Both of 
them performs  a  random backoff  procedure.  Assume  Relayer1  gets  the  channel  first 
because  it  picked  the  smaller  backoff  time  and  starts  transmitting  the  frame.  When 
Relayer2 finishes its relay backoff, it sees the channel is occupied so it realizes that the 
frame  is  relayed  by  someone  else.  So  it  doesn't  attempt  to  relay.  It  is  possible  that 
Relayer1 and Relayer2 pick the same relay backoff value. This leads to a collision. The 
probability of relay collision is further discussed in section 4.2.4. 

Figure 3.4: Arrival of the DATA frame with the implicit relay indication

 3.4 Backward compatibility of ORP
To realize ORP, no modification is performed in frame format. CSMA/CA and virtual 
carrier sense mechanisms are kept intact. Only need is to insert the relay intelligence to 
the IEEE 802.11 stations. ORP makes use of the virtual carrier sense mechanism. When a 
node without the relay intelligence overhears a packet from the relay initiator, it updates 
its NAV and waits for the end of the reservation time without bothering whatever happens 
during the reserved time.  Therefore it is possible normal IEEE802.11 stations and new 
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IEEE802.11 stations with ORP function in the same cell together. 

But due to security issues of IEEE 802.11 (WEP), an AP will not accept a relayed data 
frame since it is receiving it from the relayer not the originator. Therefore for relaying to 
be possible in a BSS, AP has to be ORP-aware and have a special ORP implementation 
cooporating with the WEP algorithm. In this thesis the security issues will not be 
discussed further and is left to the future work.

 3.5 Pitfall
– With ORP, initiator hopes optimistically that there is a relayer around and reserves the 

channel long enough for a relayed transmission and sends its data to the medium. But 
there  is  no  guarantee  that  there  is  a  relayer  around.  If  there  is  no  relayer,  the 
transmission fails. This means the reserved time is wasted.

– For potential relayers to decide to relay, they should know/predict their transmission 
rate  to  the  destination  (AP).  There  are  various  ways  for  a  station  to  know  its 
transmission rate (estimating from the SNR values of the overheard packets, or from 
the previous transmissions). In [14], Hekmat discusses that the received signal power 
levels  may show significant variations due to obstructions and irregularities in the 
surroundings of the transmitting and the receiving antennas. Another reason for wrong 
prediction of the transmission rate is mobility. Because of these facts, some potential 
relayers actually are not capable of relaying. This situation leads to unsuccessful relay 
attempts.

– Relay collusions is another disturbance to the system. In section 4.2.4, it is showed 
that the increasing number of potential relayers, incites the relay collusions.

– ORP inserts an overhead to the system. Though the overhead is relatively small, it 
causes  a  throughput  decrease  for  packets  smaller  than 125 Bytes  (1000 bits)  (see 
section 4.3.1).

 

 4 Theoretical Analyze of the Relay Protocol

 4.1 Using relay protocol
In  this  part,  I  will  try  to  clarify  some questions  such  as  “Which  stations  can  initiate 
relaying?”, “Which stations has a chance to find a relayer?”, “What is the probability of 
finding a  relayer?”,  “What  is  the chance to  accomplish the transmission of  a  relayed 
data?”. 
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 4.1.1 Which stations can initiate relaying?
The relay protocol suggests to perform the relaying with at least 2 times faster bitrates 
than the actual bitrates. In an 802.11b cell there are 4 transmission bitrates:  11Mbps, 
5.5Mbps , 2Mbps and 1Mbps. 
ORP protocol enables relatively slow nodes to reach to the AP with two hopes. Relay 
protocol is designed to improve the overall throughput of the BSS. So relaying should be 
performed when it is advantageous for the throughput. If a station is locating at the 1 
Mbps transmission region and its data is relayed in two hops of 2Mbps-2Mbps, it will end 
up with 1 Mbps effective bitrate when the relay overhead is ignored. In reality with the 
relay  overhead  it  will  be  a  pitfall.  Therefore,  stations  inside  the  2Mbps  region  are 
expected to  make hops of  11Mbps-11Mbps and stations inside  the  1Mbps region are 
expected to make hops of 5.5Mbps-5.5 Mbps and 11-11 Mbps as shown in figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Slow stations uses two hops to transmit to AP
An important question needs to be answered is if AP can initiate relaying to transmit to a 
node locating in the slow transmitting region. AP can't initiate relaying. As it is mentioned 
in chapter 3, a station (including AP) has no knowledge of the topology before initiating 
relaying, but most of the hosts know the transmission rate it shall use to communicate 
with  the  AP  due  to  their  previous  transactions.  Let's  say  AP wants  to  use  the  relay 
technique to reach to B (see figure 4.2). Neither STA A nor STA C have knowlege if they 
can transmit to STA B with 11 Mbps. There is a high probability for relaying to fail. 
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Therefore ORP is considered to be applied only for the traffic destined from hosts to the 
AP, not the otherway around.

Figure 4.2: Sample topology to show AP can't initiate relaying

 4.1.2 Which stations can be relayer?
In ORP, the initiating station decides on the transmission rate of the relayer. A relayer 
makes an assumption of its transmission rate by checking its previous transmission rates 
to the AP. And if it realizes that it can relay the data at the desired transmission rate, it 
tries to relay.

The incentive for a relayer to perform relaying is explained in chapter 1. It is stated that 
according to the existing 802.11 MAC, every station ends up with the same amount of 
throughput (number of packets) in the long run (Performance Anomaly of 802.11b [2]). 
So if a slow transmitting station speeds up, it will reserve the channel for less amount of 
time. This way other stations' chance to access to the channel will increase. So everybody 
benefits out of this. But one big drawback of ORP is that it consumes battery power at the 
relayers. So if a station using battery power instead of electric outlet, shall it be a relayer? 
Each station may choose independent policies on when it is willing to serve as a relayer. 

 4.1.3 What is the probability of finding a relayer?
To explain the ideas a 802.11b BSS environment in figure 4.2 is used. The dashed circles 
border the transmission regions for stations to send data frames to AP with different data 
rates (11Mbps,  5.5Mbps and 2Mbps).   The 1 Mbps transmission region is  ignored in 
figure 4.2 for simplicity.
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Figure 4.2: Sample 802.11b BSS

R11,  R5.5 and R2 are the maximum distances to transmit with 11Mbps, 5.5Mbps and 2 
Mbps bitrate respectively. d is the distance of STA B to AP. r11 is the maximum distance 
for a regular station to receive data with 11 Mbps bitrate.

A relayer is the station which forwards the data of a station to the AP. It is the middle man 
in the relay mechanism. As in figure 4.1, a relayer must locate within the intersection of 
the 11Mbps circle of AP and STA B. For a station locating at a distance x to the AP, the 
relayer area (Arelayer) is:

Eq.4.1 [15]

Probability of a station to reside within relayer region (PrSRWRR) is
 

Eq.4.2

,where  Acell (=R2^2) is the area of the whole cell.
Let's say N is the number of stations (N-1 stations other than initiating the relay) within 
the BSS. Therefore the probability of finding a relayer (PrFR) is:

Eq.4.3
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As mentioned before, the relay will be initiated from the 2Mbps region. So we can come 
up with an expected value of the probability of finding a relayer (ExPFR) when the relay 
is initiated from the 2Mbps region.

Eq.4.4

Let's assume that the transmission ranges are as in table 4.1. The expected probabilities of 
finding a relayer is calculated according to the equations above and shown in table 4.2 and 
figure 4.3. 

Table 4.1: IEEE 802.11b transmission ranges according to OMNET++ MFw 

The numerical results show that, hosts in 1 Mbps transmission region has higher 
probability to find relayer(s) than the hosts in 2 Mbps region. And the probability of 
finding a relayer increases as the number of nodes increases in the BSS.

Table 4.2:Expected value of the probability of finding a relayer with varying number of 
hosts
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#Hosts Expected Probability of finding a relayer Expected Probability of finding a relayer
 in 1Mbps transmission region  in 2Mbps transmission region

1 0 0
5 0.43 0.21
10 0.71 0.41
15 0.85 0.56
20 0.92 0.67
30 0.97 0.82
40 0.99 0.9
50 1 0.94
75 1 0.98
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Figure 4.3: Expected value of the probability of finding a relayer vs number of hosts

 4.1.4 Probability of relay collision
It is possible that there are more than one potential relayers for an initiator. In section 
3.4.2 the relay backoff time is explained as a collision avoidance mechanism among the 
potential relayers. The channel is reserved with an additional relay back off time for such 
situations. All of the potential relayers perform a random backoff procedure. First each of 
them sets its relay backoff timer to a random value smaller than the reserved relay backoff  
time  (=relay  contention  window  x time  slot).  We  set  the  relay  contention  window 
(relayCW)  to  15.  This  means  that  reserved  relay  backoff  time  is  300  μsec 
(timeslot=20μsec). If two or more potential relayers pick the same smallest relay backoff 
time, relay collision happens which leads to a transmission failure. 
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Figure4.4: Sample topology to explain relay collision

The probability of Relayer X to pick n as its relay backoff time is :

Eq. 4.5

,where RCW is relay contention window. And the probability of Relayer X to pick a value 
bigger than n is:

Eq. 4.6

If we combine these two equations above, we can calculate the probability of one station 
picking n and the rest of the stations picking a value bigger than n as relay backoff time 
as:

Eq. 4.7

where N is the number of potential relayers. We derive the probability of no collision 
from the equation 4.6 as:

Eq. 4.8

From Eq. 4.8 the probability of relay collision is:

Eq. 4.9

For  RCW=15,   probability  of  relay  collision  increases  due  to  increasing  number  of 
potential relayers (N) as shown in figure 4.5 according to Eq. 4.9.
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Figure 4.5: Probability of relay collision vs number of potential relayers

 4.2 Overhead and link throughput enhancement

 4.2.1 ORP Overhead
In figure 4.6-a, you can see a regular data transmission with acknowledgment, and in 
figure 4.6-b, the data transmission with relay protocol applied.  As stated in the thesis 
proposal,  with relay protocol “... the (relatively) slow stations would reserve the channel  
for a duration of framesize/(effective data rate=5.5Mbps) instead of framesize/(slow data  
rate=2Mbps)  and the  other  stations  will  benefit  from this  with  higher  probability  of  
accessing the channel”.

a)regular data transmission

b)data transmission with ORP

Figure 4.6: Unicast data transmission with and without ORP
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As seen in figure 4.6, ORP inserts one PLCP(192µ), one SIFS(10µ) and relay backoff  
time (300µ) to the system additionally as overhead. Due to this overhead for small packets 
ORP causes a loss instead of gain. The effect of overhead is discussed in the fallowing 
section.

 4.2.2 Link throughput enhancement

Figure 4.7: Sample 802.11 topology

The time that a node in a slow transmission region such as Initiator (see figure 4.7), can be 
calculated with the equation 4.10 (if we assume that BER is 0 (zero), and if we ignore the 
regular backoff time and collusions). 

Eq. 4.10

The effective link throuhput of the slow direct path is calculated as:

Eq. 4.11

In section 4.3.1 it is stated that stations inside the 2Mbps region are expected to use a two 
hops path of 11Mbps-11Mbps and stations inside the 1Mbps region are expected to use a 
two hops path of 5.5Mbps-5.5 Mbps.  The time that Initiator (see figure 4.7) spends with a 
two hops path through Relayer, is calculated with the equation 4.12. 

Eq. 4.12

And the two hops link throughput (with ORP) is calculated as:
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Eq. 4.13

Link throughput enhancement is gathered from Eq. 4.11 and Eq 4.13:

Eq. 4.14

In Eq. 4.10 and Eq. 4.12 the backoff time is ignored. For the duration values of ACK, 
PLCP, DIFS and SIFS, see table 5.1. According to the equations 4.10, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13, 
the gain changes due to the packet size. Figure 4.8 shows that as the packet size increases, 
throughput enhancement due to ORP  increases. 

Figure 4.8: Link throughput enhancement with ORP vs Packet Size

 5 Testing and Analyzing the Relay Protocol 
Implementation

 5.1 Overview
In this chapter the test cases and test results are presented. Before the test cases, Section 
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5.4 describes how the lower layer (physical layer: snrEval and decider) is set and states 
the general simulation parameters used in simulations. The test cases actually divide into 
two subsection which are test cases for the implementation verification, and test cases for 
the evaluation of the relay protocol. In the verification test cases, the event flow through 
simulation  time  was  observed  and checked if  it  is  producing  the  desired  flow at  the 
desired time. The implementation were run in different topologies with different number 
of nodes. Further more the results gathered from the theoretical analyze chapter (chapter 
4) are compared with the simulation results to double check the implementation success . 
In section 5.3 these verification test  cases are presented. And section 5.4 presents the 
performance test cases and results and evaluations of the results.  

 5.2 Simulation setup

 5.2.1 PHY Layer
As explained in section 2.2, the physical layer includes two modules (Snreval 802.11 and 
Decider 802.11) in OMNET++. Snreval is kept intact but some modifications were 
performed within Decider 802.11 to simplify and eliminate the abnormalities. Figure 5.1 
shows how the BER changes due to distance with different modulation schemes. If we 
take the distances for BER=10E-5 as the borders of the transmission regions for different 
modulation schemes, transmission range for 11 Mbps becomes 100 meters,  transmission 
range for 5.5 Mbps becomes 130 meters,  transmission range for 2 Mbps becomes 150 
meters and  transmission range for 1 Mbps becomes 180 meters (see figure 5.2). 

Figure 5.1: SNR vs distance
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Figure 5.2: Transmission ranges with different modulation schemes

 5.2.2 Omnetpp.ini
Omnetpp.ini  is the file some simulation parameters (  such as the random seed,  debug 
outputs, number of stations) and module specific parameters (sensitivity, path loss alpha, 
retry limit) can be set and modified before running the simulation.   For my simulations 
these parameters are used:
transmitterPower=100 mW
Sensitivity_11_Mbps= -89bBm
Sensitivity_5.5_Mbps=-91dBm
Sensitivity_2_Mbps= -93bBm
Sensitivity_1_Mbps=-94dBm
thermalNoise=-95 dB
pathLossAlpha=3
carrierFrequency=2.412E+9 Hz
relayRetryNumber=3
relayRetryTime=10 sec
relayContensionWindow=15

 5.2.3 Duration of control packets and PHY layer headers
Some control packet and header durations are set as in table 5.1.  As a recall, the control 
packets (RTS, CTS, and Ack) and PLCP header are always sent with the basic bitrate 
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which is set to 1 Mbps. MAC header is sent with the actual transmission rate set according 
to in which transmission region the sender resides.

Table 5.1 : Some packet and header durations

 5.3 Test cases for relay protocol implementation 
verification

 5.3.1 Increasing potential relayer number – Relay 
collision

 5.3.1.1 Objective
ORP's  optimism is  described  as  ”try  relaying  if  there  is  a  relayer  around,  it  works;  
otherwise keep using the slow direct transmission”. So when a slow transmitting station (2 
or  1  Mbps)  decides  to  initiate  relaying,  it  has  no knowledge if  there  is  a  relayer  (or 
relayers) around or not. It reserves the channel  for  fast transmission time + relay backoff  
time + Ack time. The aim of the relay backoff  time is to prevent collusions if there are 
two or more potential relayers around. If  there are more then one potential relayers, they 
will compete for the channel during this reserved relay backoff  time by setting their relay 
backoff timer to a random value smaller than the reserved relay backoff time. As shown in 
section  5.2.2  the  relay  contention  window  (relayCW)  is  set  to  15.  This  means  that 
reserved  relay backoff time is 300 μsec (relayCW x timeslot). If two or more potential 
relayers pick the same smallest relay backoff time, relay collision happens which leads to 
a transmission failure. This test case examines how severe the relay collision might be due 
to increasing number of potential relayers.

 5.3.1.2 Experimental setup
To test the effect of increasing relayer number, the determined topology in figure 5.3 is 
used. There is an AP and a relay initiator station (Initiator). These two stations are sending 
data frames to each other. There are variable number of stations in the 11 Mbps region as 
potential relayers. They don't produce any data. They just relay Initiator's data frames. 
Since  this  is  a  verification  test,  the  BER  is  set  to  0.  Therefore  we  can  expect  the 
simulation results are very similar to the theoretical results (see figure 4.5).
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Figure 5.3: Simulation topology

 5.3.1.3 Simulation results
I made six simulation runs  to observe the effect of collusions with the increasing number 
of potential relayers. In the first run there is just one relayer in the 11Mbps region. In the 
second, there are 2, in the third there are 3, and so on.  Table 5.2 shows the simulation 
results.

Table 5.2: Simulation results

 5.3.1.4 Evaluation
According to the equation 4.5, and the simulation results the probability of relay collision 
for  different  numbers  of  relayers  is  stated  in  table  5.3.  The  portion  of  collusions 
(collusions/produced traffic) is also listed in the same table.

Table 5.3: Theoretical and simulation results for probability of relay collision
According to these results, approximately 1 out of 18 packets is lost when there are 2 
potential relayers. But what if the number of relayers are more than 2? In section 5.4.1, a 
simulation study with randomly distributed stations were performed. And it showed that 
15 as relay contention window size performs well for 25-30 stations in the BSS. 
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 5.3.2 Packet length – Link throughput

 5.3.2.1 Objective
In  the previous  section it  is  mentioned that  to  prevent  relay collusions,  relay backoff 
concept is introduced. Channel is reserved for 300 μsec for relay backoff procedure. It is 
also seen in figure 4.2 that one SIFS time and 1 PLCP header transmission time is inserted 
additionally as the ORP overhead. Due to this overhead for small packet sizes, using ORP 
may turn into a disadvantage. Furthermore in the link throughput enhancement equation 
(Eq. 4.11), it is showed that packet length determines the link throughput enhancement. In 
this  section  the  effect  of  the  packet  length  on  link  throughput  is  analyzed  through a 
simulation study. 

 5.3.2.2 Experimental setup
For this test case, the topology in figure 5.4 is used. There are an AP, a station (Initiator) 
in the 2 Mbps transmission region and a station (Relayer) in the 11Mbps transmission 
region. According to the scenario, all traffic is produced by Initiator with the destination 
to AP. AP and Relayer doesn't produce any traffic. In the previous test (section 5.3.1) the 
BER was set to zero as default. Here we use the BER calculation of Decider 802.11 (see 
figure 5.1).

Figure 5.4: Simulation topology

 5.3.2.3 Simulation results
The simulation was run 18 times. For the first 9 runs (each run with a different packet 
size), the relay protocol was enabled and different packet sizes between 554 and 12304 
bits were used. For the second 9 runs, the relay protocol disabled and different packet 
sizes between 554 and 12304 bits were used.  The overall throughput of the system with 
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differing packet sizes are shown in figure 5.5. 

Figure 5.5: Throughput vs Packetsize with and without ORP

 5.3.2.4 Evaluation
From figure 5.5, we can see that the bigger the packet length, the bigger the relay protocol 
gain is.  It  is also seen that for the  packets (IP packets) smaller than 1304 bits,  relay 
protocol  causes  a  loss.  A  mechanism  should  be  applied:  A  threshold  value,  relay 
threshold, should be set to 1304 bits and for packets smaller than 1304, ORP should be 
disabled.

 5.4 Test  cases  for  relay  protocol  performance 
evaluation

– Overall throughput enhancement:
–  Observe how many nodes initiate the relay protocol.
–  Observe how many nodes find a relayer.
–  Observe the number of relayers for each node attempting to find a relayer.  
–  Observe the overall throughput with differing number of nodes in the BSS

– Testing  the  backward  compatibility:  Put  a  mixture  of  relay  capable  and  non relay 
capable nodes to the BSS to see if the mixture of ordinary IEEE802.11b stations and 
relay capable IEEE802.11b stations work together.
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 5.4.1 Overall throughput enhancement

 5.4.1.1 Objective
What is meant by overall throughput is the amount of all successful data traffic performed 
over  the  shared channel  in  unit  time.  The  underlying motivation of  ORP is  stated in 
section 1.5 as “...not just to enhance the bit rate of one or more nodes but the overall 
performance  of  the  cell.  This  method will  improve  the transmission rate  of  the slow 
stations in the cell. ... Since the media (channel) is shared by all the stations in the same 
cell, the less the number of slow transmitting stations, the more the harmonic mean data 
rate  of  the  cell.”  In  this  test  case,  the  performance  improvement  (overall  throughput 
enhancement) due to ORP is observed.

 5.4.1.2 Experimental setup
The test cases in section 5.4 are using determined topologies to verify the implementation. 
The location of the stations were all assigned to ensure to find a relayer or to be a relayer 
for the stations.  In this test case, we will  try to simulate a more realistic topology to 
examine the performance of ORP. Therefore the locations of the stations are randomly 
decided through OMNET's random location assignment.

The stations are assumed to be stationary.  The packet  size is  set  to 12000 bits  (1500 
Bytes). The simulation was run 1600 times: For the number of stations in the cell, four 
cases were run with 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 and 50 stations. To analyze the overall 
throughput enhancement with ORP, each case was run with and without ORP. And to 
minimize the effect of variance, 100 different seeds were used and the average values 
were gathered. 
All stations are set to produce  infinite amount of traffic destined to the AP. AP replies to 
all the packets with unicast packets of 12000 bits. Therefore the amount of traffic in the 
downlink is equal to the amount od uplink traffic. It is important to remind that AP is 
incapable of initiating and using relay protocol (see section 4.2.1).  

 5.4.2 Simulation Results
From the  data  gathered  from 1600  simulation  runs,  figure  5.6  is  produced  which  is 
showing the average overall throughputs of the cells for different number of stations, with 
and without the use of ORP. In figure 5.7 the overall throughput enhancement due to ORP 
is shown.  And finally in figure 5.8 shows the number of relayers per initiator change due 
to increasing number of stations in the BSS.
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Figure 5.6: Overall throughput with and without ORP for different number of stations 
within the BSS

Figure 5.7: Overall throughput enhancement with ORP vs number of nodes
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Figure 5.8: Avarage number of relayers per initiator increases as the number of nodes in the 
cell increses

 5.4.3 Evaluation
In Eq. 4.3, it is shown that the probability of finding a relayer is dependent to the number 
of nodes in the BSS. As the number of nodes in the BSS increases, the probability of 
finding  a  relayer  increases  and  as  the  probability  of  finding  a  relayer  increases, 
enhancement increases. The simplest observation that can be done from figure 5.7 is that, 
the success of the relay protocol increases as the number of nodes in the BSS increases. 
The simulation results  also showed that the expected overall  throughput  enhancement 
within a crowded (20-40 stations) cell is %25.
As it is seen in section 5.3.1, the probability of relay collision depends on the number of 
potential relayers. These simulation runs showed that the maximum number of relayers a 
slow transmitting station found varies up to 8 when there are 50 stations in the BSS. 
Figure 5.8 shows that the avarage number of relayers per initiator station increases as the 
number  of  stations  in  the  BSS  increases.  This  leads  to  higher  probability  of  relay 
collusions and therefore an enhancement decrease. Figure 5.7 shows that these collusions 
causes a decrease in the overall throughput enhancement if there are more than 30 stations 
in the BSS. 
Another  observation  is  that  there  are  cases  ORP  causes  throughput  degradation  if 
initiators fails to find relayers. This is explained in 3.5 as “With ORP, initiator hopes  
optimistically that there is a relayer around and reserves the channel long enough for a  
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relayed transmission and sends its data to the medium. But there is no guarantee that  
there is a relayer around. If there is no relayer, the transmission fails. This means the 
reserved time is wasted.”.  But a maximum relay retry number is set to 3. So initiators stop 
ORP if they fail 3 times consequently.

 5.5 Backward compatibility test
As stated in the thesis goals, this thesis aims to formalize the ORP and adapt to the IEEE 
802.11 in the MAC layer. ORP was designed so that it doesn't violate any of the rules 
stated in the IEEE802.11 specification. So   the new IEEE802.11 cards with ORP and the 
ordinary IEEE 802.11 cards  can operate  in  the  same WLAN without  disturbing  each 
others functioning. To verify this property, a simulation topology with a mixture of ORP 
capable and non ORP capable IEEE 802.11 stations was constructed. And it is observed 
that there is no violation introduced to the system.

 6 Related work and contribution

 6.1 Related work
In “Performance Anomaly of 802.11b” paper  [2], Duda had explained  the performance 
anomaly  of  802.11b.  They  analyzed  the  anomaly  theoretically  by  deriving  simple 
expressions for the useful throughput, validated them through a simulation study. It is 
showed that due to the basic CSMA/CA channel access method, all hosts are guaranteed 
an equal long term channel access probability. When one host captures the channel for a 
long time because its bit rate is low, it penalizes other hosts that use the higher rate. And 
all the hosts end up with the same throughput regardless of their transmission bitrate when 
they produce equal amount of traffic. 
As a solution to the anomaly described in [2], Sandeghi proposed the opportunistic media 
access scheme (OAR) [7]. The main idea of OAR is to exploit good channel conditions to 
transmit as many as possible consequent packets while retaining the long term fairness 
provided by 802.11b. OAR achieves fairness of channel utilization by sending a burst of 
packets after gathering the channel access through CSMA/CA and RTS-CTS handshake 
(if  enabled). Yoo  [8]  proposed  a  similar  solution  by  adjusting  the  frame  size 
proportionally depending on the bit rate.  By adjusting the maximum transmission unit 
(MTU)  size  as  to  the  transmission  rate,  all  the  nodes  can  fairly  utilize  the  wireless 
channel. These two suggestions basically infer the fast transmitting stations to send bigger 
packets or more than one packets when they access the channel so they will end up with 
higher bandwidth utilization than the slow transmitting stations.  This will also improve 
the overall throughput of the whole cell.
A completely different approach to improve the situation created due to the performance 
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anomaly of 802.11b [2], is making the stations, using slow direct link, transmit faster with 
the use of relay technique.    
With  relaying  slow  transmissions  to  distant  terminals  are  replaced  with  two  faster 
transmissions,  using intermediate terminals  as relayers. In an IEEE 802.11b system, a 
direct,  long-distance  2  Mbps  transmission  might  be  divided  into  two  11  Mbps 
transmissions resulting in an effective data rate of 5.5 Mbps (ideal case). In [1], L. Feeney 
presents a geometric analyze of the probability that a slow direct transmission can be 
replaced by a combination of faster relay transmissions. It is shown that between 15 and 
55 percent of terminals in a cell can use a relay to increase their effective transmission 
rate. This thesis work  significantly builds on  [1] to formalize the relay protocol within 
IEEE802.11  and  analyze  through  a  simulation  study  of  the  new  relay  capable  IEEE 
802.11. 
In [12], Lee proposes a multi-hop wireless LAN architecture employing ad hoc mode in 
802.11 in both APs and mobile nodes to extend traditional wireless local area networks 
(WLAN)  to  multiple  hops,  thus  increasing  the  coverage  and  reducing  the  needs  of 
additional  infrastructures  and  improving  the  overall  throughput.  [12] names  the 
intermediate nodes as the proxy which can be regarded as fake APs with one interface or 
two radio interfaces using different frequencies. Clients reach to the AP through these 
proxies. In contrast,  in ORP the intermediate nodes are called as relayers. The relayer 
doesn't act on behalf of any client or AP. It doesn't replace the MAC address with its own 
MAC address as proxies does in [12]. 
Liu and Lin, demonstrate a  Relay-based Adaptive Auto Rate (RAAR) protocol [5] that 
can find a suitable relay node for data transmission between transmitter  and receiver. 
According to the RAAR:

– Each mobile host (MH) can overhear packets, measure their SNR and estimate the 
distance, and the modulation scheme to use. With these knowledge it creates a 
neighbor-list containing these information. 

– AP collects these neighbor list informations through periodical reports
– With this information AP can decide the relay node for each MH, and guides the 

MHs with the use of broadcast beacon channel for each modulation scheme. This 
means AP broadcast relayer information periodically in 4 (1, 2, 5.5 and 11 Mbps) 
modulation schemes separately for IEEE802.11b. 

Zhu  and  Cao  propose  a  MAC  layer  relay-enabled  distributed  coordination  function 
(rDCF)  for  Wireless  Ad Hoc Networks  [10].  rDCF  assists  the sender,  the  relay node 
(relayer) and the receiver to reach an agreement on which data rate to use and whether to 
transmit the data through a relay node.  According to rDCF: Each node senses the channel 
conditions among its neighbor nodes through RTS/CTS messages overheard. Based on the 
collected channel conditions, if a node finds that the packets can be transmitted faster with 
the MAC layer relay, it adds the identity of the sender and the receiver into its willing list. 
And the willing  list  is  periodically  advertised to  the one hop neighbors.  A triangular 
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handshake is performed among the sender, relayer and receiver to agree on the relay and 
transmission rates with the use of modified RTS and CTS messages.  In contrast,  this 
thesis focuses on applying a relay protocol within infrastructure networks  other than ad 
hoc networks. ORP is designed to work in infrastructure networks (where virtual carrier 
sense  mechanism is  mostly  disabled)  so  it  doesn't  build  its  framework  on  RTS/CTS 
messages. 
Shivendra,  presents  two  new  MAC  protocols,  CoopMAC  I  and  CoopMAC  II  [11], 
allowing the slow transmitting mobile stations to transmit at a higher rate by using an 
intermediate station as a relay. In CoopMAC I,  similar to the rDCF, Each mobile node 
can overhear packets sent by other nodes, measure their SNR and estimate the distance, 
and the modulation scheme to use. With these knowledge it creates a helper list where the 
MAC addresses of potential relayers and transmission rates to AP are stored. When a node 
wants to send a packet to the AP, it first checks its helper list to see if there is a potential 
relayer. If there is, it  sends a modified RTS packet including the MAC address of the 
relayer. The relayer responds with a modified CTS message to inform it can perform as a 
relay. Then the receiver sends CTS to complete the three-way handshake. CoopMAC I 
violates the backward compatibility with the existing IEEE 802.11 MAC. CoopMAC II is 
proposed as backward compatible. When a station has a packet to send, it picks a helper in 
the same manner as in CoopMAC I. It  inserts the MAC address of the relayer to the 
Address 4 field of the DATA packet as explained in [11]. When the relayer sees its own 
MAC address,  it  knows that  it  needs to relay the packet.  CoopMAC II  presents very 
similar performance to Relay protocol. 
One  important  difference  of  my  Opportunistic  Relay  Protocol  (ORP)  from  the  ones 
proposed in [9], [10] and [11] is that ORP keeps things simpler and doesn't make any 
previous channel observation. [9], [10], and [11] overhear the packets transmitted through 
the media, make SNR measurements and decides on the relayer selection according to 
these measurements. In a simulation platform things are more predictable. But in reality 
the received signal power levels may show significant variations due to obstructions and 
irregularities  in  the  surroundings  of  the  transmitting  and  the  receiving  antennas  as 
explained and discussed in [14]. ORP doesn't make any previous SNR measurements and 
doesn't build its framework on such measurements which might be misleading for the 
time relaying is initiated.  ORP's logic is: try, if it  works, it  works, otherwise use the 
existing MAC without relay. In more detail, a slow transmitting node initiates relaying 
without the knowledge if there is any potential relayers around. If there are any, they 
perform the rest of the work. If not, relaying fails and the node keeps using its existing 
slow transmission to reach the AP. This is the point what makes ORP unique among its 
contemporaries. 
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 6.2 Contribution
As explained in the previous section (section 6.2), a unique Relay Protocol is proposed for 
multirate  wireless  networks.  It  is  discussed  how  this  new  protocol  improves  the 
throughput  utilization  of   WLANs.  A  backward  compatible  integration  and 
implementation is explained. It is showed that the deployment of the new MAC scheme 
will  not  violate  the  functioning  of  the  already  existing  MAC  schemes.   And  it  is 
demonstrated trough a simulation study in Mobility Framework of OMNET++.

Most  of  the  network  simulation  studies,  especially  on  IEEE802.11,  in  the  scientific 
environment have been performed in NS tool. 802.11b module in Mobility Framework is 
published in July 2004. Since it is a new module, it contains some bugs, mis-implemented 
and un-implemented parts in it. Within this thesis work, some bugs were reported to the 
OMNET++ and Mobility Framework developer community. Multirate support had been 
also implemented for IEEE802.11b module. This thesis work is also believed to show a 
guide line for students and scientist who want to study on IEEE802.11 and make their 
own implementations and simulations in Mobility Framework of OMNET++.  

 7 Conclusion

 7.1 Conclusion
As a thesis goal a backward compatible simple relay protocol is proposed, designed and 
implemented (chapter 3). The protocol is analyzed through a theoretical study (chapter 4) 
and simulation study (chapter 5). The theoretical and simulation results showed that as the 
number of stations in the BSS increases, ORP's success increases because the probability 
of finding a relayer increases. On the other hand as the number of station increases and the 
number of potential relayers increases, the probability of relay collision among the 
potential relayers increases. But simulation studies showed that this never reaches to a 
critical amount when relay contention window is set to 15 as in the simulation studies. 

Another important variant is the packet size. In section 5.5, it was shown that the bigger 
the packet size, the bigger the relay protocol gain is. It is also seen that for the  packets (IP 
packets) smaller than 1304 bits, relay protocol causes a loss. 

ORP manages relaying data frames destined to AP from the stations but not the other way 
around. When there are reasonable amount of stations in the BSS, it supplies around %25 
overall throughput improvement. 
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 7.2 Future work
– In section 5, simulation study results are presented to evaluate the performance of 

ORP within IEEE 802.11. These simulations used stationary nodes, but it is supposed 
that the changes in channel conditions due to mobility shall slightly effect the 
performance of ORP. With mobility the stations are supposed to have higher 
probability of wrong bitrate predictions which will lead to relayer failures. Therefore a 
simulation study with mobile stations is beneficial to show that there is a slight 
degradation due to mobility.

– It is stated in the report that ORP only enables uplink relaying. But it is a well known 
fact that downlink traffic dominates in a BSS in the real life. Therefore it is beneficial 
to make downling relay enabled. This is possible by adding stations and to the AP a 
memory of relayers. Here is a description of eORP (enhanced ORP) proposal with 
downlink relaying enabled:

– An initiator (see figure 3.1) initiates relaying as in ORP. Then it keeps listening 
the channel to overhear its data is relayed by another station. 

– The Relayer adds its MAC address to the 4th address field of the relayed data 
frame by setting the ToDS and FromDS bits to 1 [3], then transmits the data to the 
AP.

– Initiator overhears this transmission and from the 4th address field it learns who its 
relayer is and keeps it in the memory.

– AP receives the relayed data and it also learns the relayer from the  4th address 
field of the data frame.

– When AP wants to send data to the Initiator, it fills the  4th address field with the 
MAC address of the Relayer and reserves the channel for packetsize/fast_bitrate + 
ack time. 

– Relayer overhears AP's data frame destined to Initiator. It sees that it should relay 
since the 4th address field contains its MAC address. This time Relayer doesn't 
need to make a relay backoff since it has already been assigned as the relayer. And 
it relays the data.

This way, the relay backoff would not be needed which would decrease the ptocol 
overhead further. The implementation of eORP is the major continuation topic of this 
thesis.

– In section 3.4 the it is mentioned that due to security issues (WEP) of IEEE 802.11, 
AP needs further implementation for ORP and WEP implementations to cooperate. 
This work constitutes research on WEP and WEP algorithm and ORP integration to 
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WEP.

–  An important assumption we made about IEEE 802.11 is that once a station is 
associated with an AP, it listens for all control traffic (RTS/CTS and ACK) and data 
packets sent through the medium even though the packets are not destined to them 
(stations in the power save mode do not listen all the traffic. The future work will 
include to adapt the ORP to the power save mode of IEEE 802.11)  
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